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Properties
Ingredients&

A�er 3 weeks of treatment with a
cream containing 1M Myoxinol

Before treatment

T he + Product
Rich in alginate, the peel-o� mask

perfectly �ts the contours of the face like a
second skin. Alginate is a natural substance
extracted from brown seaweed. �is mask
has a perfect «skin-hugging» e�ect and

can be easily peeled o� in 
one piece.

Peel-Off
Masks

Professionnal
& Retail

1- Pour 90ml of water at 20°C on the 30g of powder.
2- Stir quickly and vigorously during a minute to get an homogeneous paste.
3- Immediately apply the paste on the face, avoiding the eye contour area.
4- Leave it acts for 15 minutes and remove the mask in one piece.

Durability : 36 months

Anti- ageing Mask

T he + Product
�is anti-ageing mask contains

hibiscus seeds (okra). Its olipeptide complex 
acts on the face lines formation in two steps: 

it ihnibits mechanical factor by reducing 
expression lines and stimulates natural defenses
 against free radicals. �anks to this double and 

complementary action, the anti-ageing mask
is completely adapted to prevention 

and smoothing of expresion 
lines.

MyoxinolTM
Myoxinol actually goes further, as its e�cacy against mechanical parameters of ageing in complemented by a 
biological one, o�ering a comprehensive anti- ageing approach (patented). Myoxinol is a complex of oligopeptides 
obtained by biotransformation of native proteins from the seeds of Hibiscus esculentus. (okra) 

Inhibition of the �equency of contractions on a co-culture: muscle and neurons.
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Inhibition of muscle cells contraction, in vitro. 
Innovative model mimicking the hyperactivity of facial muscles.

MyoxinolTM LS 9736 signi�cantly reduces muscle cells contraction. �is e�ect is 
longer lasting then the reference, completely reversible a�er 24 hours, yet 
providing evidence of the harmlessness of MyoxinolTM on the long term.
MyoxinolTM inhibits the mechanical factor responsible for expression lines appar-
tition.

E�ectiveness test extracts from the supplier technical sheet :


